Samurai sword cut marks on bone: do we know enough?

Abstract

A samurai sword is made to cut, slice and stab, has been used to decapitate, used in war since the rise of the samurai in the twelfth century, during WwII and now used in modern day crime. It is not intended to be used to hack or chop an opponent, though may be used as such by inexperienced perpetrators. The use of different weapons in war crimes, genocide and contemporary crime has led to the imperative need of positive identification of cut marks on bone made by specific weapons and to develop standard investigation processes that may assist in the identification of a specific weapon used in such crimes, especially in the absence of eyewitness accounts. The limited numbers of studies to date have not investigated the effects of different perpetrators’ experience in wielding a samurai sword, the various sharpening methods and their manifestation in the cut mark itself and the effects of weapons becoming blunt through use. Additionally, assumptions have been made that some bone types will not exhibit specific weapon traits. This paper provides a summary of research undertaken to identify cut marks on bone made by samurai swords confirming the need for further research.
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Discussion

Forensic anthropologists identify possible weapons responsible for blunt and sharp force trauma and gunshot wounds. However, tool marks identification on bone is under researched with the majority of sharp blade trauma focused on knife.4–5 and saw tool marks.6 The four studies on Samurai sword trauma derived from archaeological specimens7–10 and only one study from a forensic context.11 The use of different weapons in war crimes, genocide and contemporary crime has led to the need to identify specific tool marks on bone to identify the weapon(s) used, especially in the absence of eye witness accounts. Atrocities such as the Nanjing Massacre during WwII,12 and many more, have been brought before International Criminal and war tribunals and evidence given has been eye witness accounts.13–14 In the future, mass graves and further evidence of samurai sword use may become evident and it may be necessary to rely on physical evidence. Sharp force hacking trauma is essentially a blunt force trauma inflicted by a sharp object, and therefore the analysis of the complete bone is necessary. Additionally, a samurai sword used by an experienced trained sword user will use it as it is intended, in a slicing motion, rather than a hacking action that may or may not exhibit in blunt force trauma.

Clearly, the analysis of both types of users and the manifestation of that experience, or lack of experience, is essential. Based entirely on archaeological specimens, a general description of three types of samurai sword cut marks has been defined7–10 as:

i. Gashes: long deep cuts (>40mm in length) and penetrate the skull;

ii. Incisions: short, superficial crescent shaped, <30mm in length, only the external lamina of the skull penetrated, found in groups of parallel cuts that are 1-2mm intervals and always found in association with scratches; and

iii. Scratches: groups of very short, shallow cuts, most were parallel but some cross each other.

iv. These traits were determined to be caused by samurai swords based on the age of the remains being dated to the 14th Century when samurai swords were being used.

Using domestic cattle hind limbs (tibia) Lewis15 examined criteria for distinguishing between cut marks made by different classes of bladed weapons on bone and used six different bladed including a Japanese katana, an Arabian styled scimitar, a kris-blade (wavy blade) broadsword, a Samburu’s short sword, a machete and a hunting knife. Weapon parameters including blade length, blade height, blade weight, curvature index and sharpness index were recorded for each weapon. Both metric and non-metric observations were made on all cut marks resulting in eight traits used to distinguish between the weapons. These included cut mark length, cut mark shape, presence of bone feathering, presence of bone flaking, damage to the sides of the cut mark, cracking of the bone through the cut mark, breakage of the bone itself, the presence of bone shards in the cut mark and the aspect or angle of entry of the weapon into the bone surface.15 Using a combination of cut mark morphology and the recording of specific states for each trait for individual cut marks, a detailed key was developed that described the traits, possible states and instructions for scoring. Making a qualitative comparison of the 68 sword marks and 24 knife marks, Lewis’ results identified a number of criteria that clearly distinguish samurai sword marks.15 Samurai swords leave long and narrow cut marks that are ellipsoid in shape, smooth kerf walls with one being more curved in profile than the other and unilateral feathering and flaking. The feathering is large and ‘flake like’ and the flaking is present along the majority of the wall. Cracking radiating from the sides of the kerf may be present.

Lewis concluded that it would be difficult to make a sword class prediction based on a single mark due to the variation in marks made by a single class of sword. Lewis also demonstrated that cut mark length is not useful for diagnostic purposes as they varied greatly and was dependant on the size and shape of the bone.11 It must be noted that characteristics such as the width of the entry site and depth
of penetration are dependent on extrinsic factors including, but not limited to, bone elasticity whereby the wound may start to close after the weapon is withdrawn," the sharpness of the weapon and strength of the person inflicting the trauma may alter the depth of penetration. The accurate identification of trauma, including sharp, blunt, thermal or poly (multiple) trauma, is dependent on pattern recognition as well as intrinsic and extrinsic factors that determine the way bone fractures and such characteristics on long and short bones may not be evident in other types of bone (such as flat and irregular bones.). The research is limited and missing significant information, including but not limited to, the examination of the different traits left by an experienced and inexperienced swordsman, the different materials weapons are made from, the effects of different types of sharpening methods, the use of blunt and sharp weapons and the different characteristics they may produce in cut marks.

Conclusion

Class and individual characteristics of tool marks made by weapons used in war crimes, genocide and contemporary crime may play a major role in weapon identification in the future, especially in the absence of eyewitness accounts. Such identification has the potential to add another level of scientific inquiry when examining evidence in a trial. This variety of weapon usage, the experience of perpetrators and how they use specific weapons, necessitates further research to enable the identification of the marks that the each of the weapons leaves on their victims. Further experimentation is currently being undertaken by the author as part of a PhD.
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